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ABS" 

Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering is used to classify 
the Acoustic Emission (AE) signal to merent sources 
of signals. FCM has the ability to discover the duster 
among the data, wen wben the boundaries between 
the subgroup E. oft lap ping. FCM based tectnique 

. has an advantage Ov& umventional statistical 
technique like maximum likelihwd estimate, nearest 
neighbor classifier e t ~ ,  because they are distribution 
fiee (i.e.) no knowledge is required about the 
distribution of data AE test is carried out using pulse, 
pencil and Spark signal source on the surface of solid 
steel block. Four p m e t e r s  - Event duration (Ed, 
Peak amplitude (P,), Rise time (RJ and Ring down 
count oh) are measured using AET 5000 s!istem. 
These-data's are used to train and validate the FCM 

. -  

- 

.~ 

.~ based classification. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic Emission (AE) signal refers to the stms or 
pressure wave produced due to transient energy 
release c a w d  by irreversible deformation pr0o:ss in 
material. Superficial similarities between signals 
produced by different source'may belie dS6eraice in 
features hidden in them. Hence, the fundamental step 
in tackling the problem is to extract these features to 
uniquely cbaractmize signal and noise. Because of 
statistical variation in source characteristics or time 
va+g source characteristics, classification of these 
signals fiom noise is difficult. Recently, some 
researcbers have repmted the use of pattem 
recognition in AE signal classification [1-4]. M.ost of 
these studies are based on simple problems and they 
are not generalized to all situations of signal analysis. 

Different parameters of AE signal are measured to 
classify the signal to corresponding source. Hence the 
problem of classification boils down to multicategory 
pattern classification. The problem associated with 
AE signal classification are varied in nature becalm of 
the complexity and diversity of the phenomena. 
Hence, we have to use some intelligent mechanisms to 
classify such a complex AE sipnals. Traditicmally 
maximm likelihood classifier (MLC) and neural 
networks (NN) are used to classify the multicategory 
patten classification problems [5].  

In MLC approach, first mean vectors and covariance 
matrices are computed, later the likelihood values are 
computed for each class for a given vector. The given 
vector is assigned to the class with maxi" 
likelihood value [5]. The basic drawback of MLC 
classification is that a distance-based approach for 
classification is adapted and a normal distribution is 
assumed for the input data 

In the NN approach, a multi layer neural network with 
m inputs (features) and n output (classes) is trained 
with the training set. Subsequently, the given vector is 
applied to the network, and an n-dimensional output 
vector is obtained The given vector is assigned the 
class of maxi" output 161. In NN approach, the 
basic draw back is that optimal configuration of the 
network is not known apr'ori. Moreover " i n i n g  time 
is very high, and knowledge represented m the 
weights is often opaque [6]. 

In multicategory pattern classification, apart from 
classification, there is a need to discover the 
underlying cluster in the data Fuzzy based clustering 
is to discover the cluster in unsupervised m e r ,  and 
express the hypothetical center for eacb cluster [7]. 
The Fuzzy C - Means is gaining attention due 
to its ability to classify the data even in the boundaries 
between the subgroup is fuuy [8]. AE signal consist 
of overlapping between the classes because of the 
superficial similarities in AE signal source and noise 
from the enkmnent. Hence, in this work. FCM is 
used to classifythe AE signals. 

The paper is organized as follows; seetion 2 gives 
brief description about acoustic emission signals. 
Section 3 deals about fuvy C-means clustering 
algorithm. Simulations and the results are discussed in 
Section 4. 

2. ACOUSTIC EMISSION SIGNAL 

Acoustic emission signal (AE) refers to the stress or 
pressure waves produced due to transient energy 
release caused by irreversible deformation process in a 
material [I-31. Acoustic emission signals are electrical 
version of these waves produced by sensitive 
transducers. These signals can be analyzed to 
characterize the source oftheir emission. 

In real Life. because of the presence of ambient noise 
and pseudo acoustic emission signals, it is very 
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ditFcult to classify the sources of acoustic emission 
signals. We can eliminate the spurious signals by 
frequency filtering and amplitude threshold [4]. Even 
in noise free condition, signals from more than one 
source complicate the issue. Superficial similarities 
between the acoustic emission signals produced by 
different sources may belie ditference~ in features 
hidden in them. Thus we have to extract the 
fundamental features to classify acoustic emission 
signal. 

Basically, there are two types of acoustic emission 
signals, - Burst Type: Amplitude of the signal rises 
sharply and decays gradually. - Continuous: A continuous, sustained 
signal 

Acoustic emission signals are rich in information 
about their source mechanism. This information is 
m e a s d  using appropriate waveform parameters. In 
case of burst type, the following are the typical 
acoustic emission signal parameters, 

Event Duration (Ed: The beginning of signals are 
marked when the envelope of the signals crosses the 
threshold value V, and end is marked when the 
threshold value falls below VT. Ed is the time distance 
between beginning and end of the mark. 

Peak Amplitude (PJ: Highest peak obtained by a 
signal in an event. 

Rise Time (RJ: Time taken to reach its peak alter it 
first crosses the threshold value (V,) 

Ring down count &): Number of time the signal 
crosses the threshold value (V,) 

Event gap: Time interval between hw successive 
events 

Full time, energy, RMS value, and dominant spectral 
frequency are also parameters of burst trpe acoustic 
emission signal. Most of the acoustic emission signals 
are of burst type. In our study, we assume noise free 
burst type acoustic emission signal from the metal 
surface. Three methods are wmmonly used for 
simulating acoustic emission on a test specimen, 

(a)Breaking a k e d  length of W pencil lead 
(b)Feeding by a pulse generator to AE transducer 

(c)Generating spark by a spark gun close to the 
mounted on the surface 

surface 

Au these sources give rise to burst-type AE signals. 
However, due to inherent differences in the 
mechanism. the signals from three sources differ in 
one m more of the signal parameters. AE signals are 
simulated by the three sources on the surface of a 6"- 
long, 4"-\*ide and 2"- thick steel block. n e  receiving 
transducer is kept at a tixed location on one side of the 

steel block. Events are simulated at random and signal 
parameters like, Ed, P., R,, and R. are measured for 
classification purpose. 'Ibese parameters are also 
affected by a noise source. In order to avoid the noise 
from the signal, the transducer outputs are 
preprocessed and measured using AETZOOO [4] 
system. We have 199 events, with four field of data 
item on each record corresponding to measured 
parameters Out of 199 records, 40 belong to the 
pencil source., 45 to the pulse source and 39 to the 
spark source and the rest to noise (unknorm source). 
The signals generated using the three source and 
unknown sources are used for fuzzy c-means 
clustering. 

3. FUZZY BASED CLUSTER 
CLASSIFICATION 

Clustering refers to identifying the number of subclass 
of c clusters in a data set, consisting of n samples, and 
partitioning them in to c clusters (2 i c i n). Note that 
c = 1 denotes rejection of hypothesis that there are 
clusters in data set and c = n constitutes the trivial case 
where each sample is in and clusters by it self C l u s t ~  
analysis is based on partitioning of a collection of data 
set (n . samples) into number of sub-pup %, where 
the object inside a cluster (a subgroup) show certain 
degree of closeness or similarity. mere are two kinds 
of partitioning the dataset, 

(Crisp) 
(Waft (fuzzy) 

Hard clustering assigns each data point (features) to 
one and only one of the clusters, with a degree of 
membership equal to one, assuming well-defined 
boundaries between the clusters. This model does not 
reflect the description of real data, where boundaries 
between the subgroups may be fuzzy. A family of 
clustering algorithms is developed based on fuzzy 
extension (soft clustering) using the least s q w  mor 
niterion [7] and many other clustering algorithms 
have been proposed for distinguishing sub structure in 
high dimensional data [SI. Bezdek developed an 
extremely powerful classification method to 
accommodate fuzzy sets, which is an extension of 
hard c - means clustering algorithm. 

3.1 Fuzzy C- means Clustering (FCM): 

Consider a n set sample data to classify in c classes, 
X=(x,, x2, ..... &}. Each data sample x, defined by m 
features, i.e., x, = Q, ...... h), where xl in the set 
X o( is a m  - dimensional space). Since them features 
all can have different units in general, we have to 
normalize each of the features to u&ied scale before 
Classification. 

Objective function approach is utilized for clustering n 
- data points to c - clusters. In this approach, each 
cluster is considered as one hyper spherical shape with 
hypothetical geometric cluster center. The main aim of 
the objective function is to minimize the euclidian 
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distance between each data point in the cluster d and 
its cluster center, and maximize the euclidian distance 
between other cluster centers 

We define a family of fuzzy sets {&, i = { 1,2, ?.., c) 
as a fuzzy c - partition on a dataset X in FCM m,?thod. 
Because fuzy sets allow for degree of membxship 
we can extend the crisp classification idea in to fuzzy 
classification notiou We can assign memberslup to 
the various data sets in each fuzzy set (fuzzy class, 
fuzzy cluster) Here, a single point xk can have partial 
membership value, i.e., km data point in im clilss, is 
represented as 

With the restriction (as with crisp) that the sum of all 
membership values for a single point in all the classes 
hastobeunity 

2 p i k = 1  V k = l , 2 , 3  ,..., n 
i=l 

There can be no class, contain empty set and there can 
be no class that contains all the data point. Which is 
represented as below, 

n 

O < z P i k  
k=l 

In case of fuzzy classification, each data point can 
have partial membership in more thau one class, 

f b k  Apjk 

Now we can define a family of fuzzy pattition 
matrixes &, for the classiiication involving e classes 
andn datapoints. 

M/, = {UlPl, E [OJII 
Vi=1,2 ,_____, cand k = l , 2  ,__._., n 

Any p E WG, is a fuzzy c-partition, and it follow 
fiom the overlapping character of the classes and the 
infinite number of membership values possible for 
describing the class membership. The objective 
fimction used for fuzzy c - clustering is, 

&ere 
& - distance between the point x, and the center vl, 

- membership of the k* data point in im class 
m' -wightiugparameter m' E [I, m] 

The weighting parameter m'contmls the amount of 
fuzziness in the classification process; v, is the cluster 
center of i* class, 

The objective of the clustering is to " i z e  the 
objective function with respect to the partition matrix 
and cluster center 

This may not give optimal solution (global mini"). 
In order to achieve global optimal interactive 
optimization technique (Iterative FCM algorithm) are 
used to obtain partition matrix. The iterative FCM 
algorithm is given below, 

3.2 Iterative FCMAlgorithm: 

1. Fix c (2 < c < n) and seled avalue form' and also 
for sb 
2. hitialize the partition matrix U'", set r = 0. 
3. C d d a t e  the centers vt" 
4. Update the partition matrix 

r 2 1-1 

The main advantage of fuzzy clustering is partition 
matrix converges faster even with quite poor guess. 

4. SIMCnATIONS AM) DISCUSSION 

In our example each data point has four input features 
namely Event duration (Ed), Peak amplitude pa), 
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Rise time (Rl) and Ring down count @a) [4]. There 
are 199 samples are available 141. The total set divided 
in to Training set and testing set, 63 data points are 
used to calculate the cluster center and remaining 136 
data points used for testing 

There are 4 classes in the data sets, namely A - pencil 
source, B - noise (unknown source) C - pulse and D - 
spark. There is lot of interference in features between 
the noise and spark signals. Hence we first look for 
three clusters in the data set (A, C, and B + 0). In 
training set, we have 14 - pencil source 15 - pulse 
source and 34 - (17 + 17) unknown source and spark 
source. Cluster centers are wmputed from the training 
data. After running our iterative FCM program, 13 
points are classified as pencil source in cluster no 1, 
I5 points are classified as pulse in cluster no 2 and 35 
points classified as unlmown and spark source in 
cluster no 3. In the Training set only one pattem 
belongs to class-A is misclassified as unknown or 
spark source. The results are shown in Table 1. 

All the 35 data points clasdied as class (A-C and B- 
D) obtained from the iterative FCM program is 
selected for second nm. The number of cluster in the 
second run is assumed a s f i e .  Mer the FCM s e n d  
run, we found that four clusters (No. 1-4) belong to 
spark signal source and one cluster (No. 5 )  belong to 
unlmow source. Out of 35 data point 17 data points 
are classified as unknown source and 18 data points 
are classified as spark signal source. The results of the 
FCM second nm p r o p m  are shown in Table 2. From 
Table 2, we can observe %data points are 
misclassified, in which 5 ~ spark signals are 
misclassified as unknown source; and 3 - unknow 
source classified as spark signal and 1 - pencil is 
classified as spark source. 

The classificalion accuracy, for all these FCM nms are 
obtained using the testing data set. The classification 
accuracy obtained for all these FCM rum are show in 
Table 3 and Table 4. We can see from Table 3 and 4, 
that most of the samples are classfied accurately. In 
case of testing/vaJidation the pattem is classified into 
different sources depends on the distance between the 
centers of the clusters obtained from the fusl FCM 
run. If the pattern is very close to center of class4 
then the new pattern is classifted as pencil source i.e., 
depends on the distance from center, the pattern is 
classified to class-A, or class-C or class B and D. Ifthe 
tening pattern is c lassed as class B and D then, we 
have to calculate the distance between the pattern and 
cluster center of second FCM run. Distance between 
the testing pattern and any of the 4 clusters (No. 1-4) 

is less than the paltern is classified as spark signal. 
Otha\ise it is classified as rmknown source. Because 
of close relationship between the spark source and 
unknown sources, the classification accuracy of class 
D and B is poor d e n  wmpared to other classes. 

S.CONCLUSI0N 

The Fuzzy C-means clustering algorilhm has been 
successfdly applied for classification of awustic 
emission signals. The FCM classifies the signal 
generated by pencil and spark signal source with a 
high degree of accuracy (> 93%). However, the 
signals originated from noise and pulse source shows 
some form of overlapping and as such the accuracy of 
their classitication stands at around 80%. The study 
shows that FCM can he used as an effective algorithm 
for unsupervised classification of signal in Non- 
Destruaive Testing (NDn. 
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A Cluster No. Adual class No Of 
IU each class 

BandD 34 34 100 

YO Total 
efficiency 

% 
‘lass CIaSsiGcation 

BandD accuracy 

Class 
C 

Table 1. Training results fiom first FCM m 

- 

1-4 D 17 

c y  class %Classfication %TotaleEciency 
D accuracy 

14 3 82.35 

76.465 

5 12 70.58 

III each class A 

22 

BandD 80 

Table 3. Te?iting/va!idation for fmt FCM rnn 

%Total 
efficiency 

% class Classfication BandD accuracy 

Class 
C 

1 3 84.61 

29 1 96.66 93.34 

1 79 98 1 S  

Cluster ~Adualclass~Noolpomts~ C:ass 1 C y  ~ C y  I %Classficatim ~ %Total 
No UI each class accuracy e5ciency 

Table 4. Testing I validation result lor second FCM m. 

*- Misclassiiied pattern from fmt FCM m 
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